The meeting was called to order by chair, Jim Calder, with the following in attendance: Ann Reaves, Matt Foglia, Don Craig, Mary Lou Veal, DeAnna Kempf, James Comas, Wayne Dornan, Bill Badley, and Janice Lewis. The following guests were in attendance: Warren Gill, Justin Gardner, Kari Neely, Deborah Newman, Earl Pearson, George Murphy, Karen Petersen, Ron Henderson, Don Nelson, Allen Hibbard, and Clyde Willis.

The minutes from the October 30 meeting were approved by the committee and are posted to the UCC website.

The following tabled proposals were taken from the table and approved by the committee: Biology & Criminal Justice
FRSC 4010
FRSC 4020
Physics & Astronomy
PHYS 3930

The following new proposals were approved by the committee, some with changes as indicated:

Basic & Applied Sciences
Aerospace
AERO 3260-Inactivation of course
Change name of concentration from Flight Dispatch and Scheduling to Flight Dispatch (effective Fall 2011)

Agribusiness/Agriscience
ABAS 1201-new course-Changed number to ABAS 1210 and approved with that change
ABAS 3160-new course (approved with grading change)
Change name of ABAS 4130 from Agriculture Marketing and Price Analysis to Agricultural Price Analysis and Price Management

Mathematical Sciences
Consolidate concentrations in Professional Mathematics and Applications of Mathematics

Physics & Astronomy
New concentrations- Physics Teaching
Professional Physics
Non-substantive revisions in curriculum of existing major, minor, and concentrations
• Change Physics major to require all students to concentrate in either Professional Physics, Astronomy, or Physics Teaching
• Change Physics major core by: (a) removing PHYS3150, Theoretical Physics; (b) adding the option of PHYS3070, PHYS3080, and PHYS3510 to replace PHYS3100, PHYS3110, and PHYS3610, except for the Professional Physics concentration; and (c) replacing PHYS3910 (Advanced Lab) with PHYS3111 (Modern Physics Lab)
• Change Astronomy concentration to reflect above changes in core
Liberal Arts
Foreign Languages & Literature
New courses-KURD1010, Elementary Kurdish I
KURD1020, Elementary Kurdish II
KURD2010, Intermediate Kurdish I
KURD2020, Intermediate Kurdish II

The following proposals were **tabled** pending suggested revisions:

**Biology & Criminal Justice**
FRSC 3010

**Education & Behavioral Science**
**Elementary & Special Education**
New course-SPED4720 Working with Parents

**Political Science**
Change course title and description, eliminating some of existing content of the course and strengthen the methodological and theoretical focus of the course: PS3220

There was no further business and the committee voted to adjourn.